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Abstract

Objectives: Testing for thyroid disease constitutes a high
proportion of the workloads of clinical laboratories world-
wide. The setting of analytical performance specifications
(APS) for testing methods and aiding clinical interpretation
of test results requires biological variation (BV) data. A
critical review of published BV studies of thyroid disease
related measurands has therefore been undertaken and
meta-analysis applied to deliver robust BV estimates.
Methods: A systematic literature search was conducted
for BV studies of thyroid related analytes. BV data from
studies compliant with the Biological Variation Data

Critical Appraisal Checklist (BIVAC) were subjected to
meta-analysis. Global estimates of within subject variation
(CVI) enabled determination of APS (imprecision and bias),
indices of individuality, and indicative estimates of refer-
ence change values.
Results: The systematic review identified 17 relevant BV
studies. Only one study (EuBIVAS) achieved a BIVAC grade
of A. Methodological and statistical issues were the reason
for B and C scores. Themeta-analysis derived CVI generally
delivered lower APS for imprecision than the mean CVA of
the studies included in this systematic review.
Conclusions: Systematic review and meta-analysis of
studies of BV of thyroid disease biomarkers have enabled
delivery of well characterized estimates of BV for some, but
not all measurands. The newly derived APS for imprecision
for both free thyroxine and triiodothyronine may be
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considered challenging. The high degree of individuality
identified for thyroid related measurands reinforces the
importance of RCVs. Generation of BV data applicable to
multiple scenarios may require definition using “big data”
instead of the demanding experimental approach.

Keywords: biological variation; Biological Variation Data
Critical Appraisal Checklist (BIVAC); meta-analysis; thy-
roid biomarkers.

Introduction

Testing for thyroid disease constitutes a high proportion of
the workloads of clinical laboratories worldwide [1, 2].
Different measurands are applied in the contexts of
screening, diagnosis, and monitoring of thyroid disease
states of varying aetiologies across all age groups. Inter-
pretation of test results is complicated by the impacts of
many physiological factors such as pregnancy, metabolic
status, obesity, comorbidities that influence the meta-
bolism of thyroid hormones, and their regulators [3–9].
This has led to the adoption of a diversity of decision limits
for diagnosis and monitoring of thyroid disorders in
different settings [10–12]. It follows that optimal analytical
performance specifications (APS) for the measurement
methods employed in the management thyroid disorders
may also vary depending upon the setting; the selection
APS is essential to enable choice of methods to guarantee
good clinical care.

The first EFLM Strategic Conference, held in 2014 in
Milan, defined three models to derive APS [13]: model 1,
based on the effect of analytical performance on the clin-
ical outcome; model 2, based on components of BV of the
measurands and model 3, based on the state of the art of
themeasurement procedure, defined as the highest level of
analytical performance technically achievable. Although
the optimal approach for setting APS would be the adop-
tion of clinical outcome-based studies [13] for many
measurands, such studies are scarce. In this situation, the
BV model has been proposed as an acceptable secondary
approach to identify APS for many measurands. The
adoption of this approach may be considered appropriate
for thyroid hormone measurands [3–7].

Estimates of within-subject (CVI) and between-subject
(CVG) biological variation for many different measurands
have been collated for inclusion in the EFLM Biological
Variation Database [14]. The quality of studies, and veracity
of the resultant estimates of BV, impact on the validity and
safety of their clinical applications are considered. To
address this, a standard for evaluating BV studies, the

Biological Variation Data Critical Appraisal Checklist
(BIVAC) was published in 2018 by the EFLMWorking Group
onBiological Variationand theTaskGroupon theBiological
Variation Database (TG-BVD) [15]. Furthermore, a meta-
analysis approach to deliver global estimates based on
BIVAC compliant studies was developed [15].

The aim of the study reported here is, following a sys-
tematic literature search, to review published BV studies of
thyroid disease related measurands, verify those which are
BIVAC compliant and, enable the collation of data sets of
sufficient quality to apply meta-analysis to produce robust
BV estimates. Those estimates have then been used to
determine; index of individuality (II), reference change
value (RCV) [16] and BV based APS [17] applicable to thy-
roid stimulating hormone (TSH), free thyroxine (fT4),
thyroxine (T4), free triiodothyronine (fT3), triiodothyro-
nine (T3), thyroid stimulating immunoglobulin (TSI),
thyroglobulin (TG), anti thyroid peroxidase antibody (anti
TPO Ab), anti thyroglobulin antibody (anti TG Ab) and
thyroxine binding globulin (TBG), with attention given to
different population subgroups and states of health.

Materials and methods

A literature search for BV studies of thyroid related analytes published
up until 13/09/2021 was conducted as previously described [18, 19].
Briefly, searches were carried out in PubMed, using as key terms the
analyte in question with each of the following combinations: “within-
subject∗”, “between-subject∗”, “within-person∗”, “between-person∗”,
“interindividual∗”, “inter-individual∗” and “intraindividual∗”, “intra-
individual∗”, where the asterisk denotes “biological variation” “varia-
tion”, “coefficient of variation”, and “CV”. The retrieved publications
are in this study identified by the reference number they have been
given in the EFLM Biological Variation Database (BVD), as shown in
Supplementary Table 1, with a subscript indicating different subgroups
from the same study.

Applying the BIVAC criteria, each study is appraised against 14
quality items (QI), which focus on the pre-analytical procedures,
measurand measurement procedure, applied statistical methods, and
presentation of data. Each QI may be assigned an A, B, C or D score,
indicating increasing non-compliance; the lowest score of any QI de-
fines the overall BIVAC grade. BV estimates derived from studies that
receive a D score are considered unsuitable for use in clinical practice.
A summary of Quality items of the Biological Variation Data Critical
Appraisal Checklist and their achievable scores is provided in Sup-
plementary Table 2. Two appraisers assessed the studies indepen-
dently; a third appraiser checked the evaluation of the scores where
there was not full agreement to enable a consensus score to be
reached. A weighted median approach delivered the global CVI and
CVG estimates [20]; the overall BIVAC grade together with the inverse
width of the confidence interval (CI) were used as weighting factors.
Meta-analysis was performed as defined by the paper published by
Aarsand et al. [15], on data fromBIVAC compliant studies performed in
adults including all studies with BIVAC grades A, B and C fulfilling the
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following inclusion criteria: age 18–75 years, >2 subjects and >2 sam-
ples per subject, BV estimates given as CV and a numerical estimate of
CVA included. For studies reporting more than one BV estimate from
the same set of samples, derived by different analytical methods, only
one estimate was included [19]. The CVI and CVG estimates derived
from the meta-analyses were used to determine APS for CVA and bias/
systematic error [17], RCV [16] to enable assessment of significance of
change between two measurements at a predetermined probability,
and the index of individuality (II) to enable assessment of the utility of
population based reference interval [20]. The following formulae were
applied:

CVA = 0.5 (CVI)
Bias  = 0.5(CV2

I + CV2
G)0.5

 RCV  = 100 % (exp(± Z 21/2(CV2
LnA + CV2

LnI)1/2) − 1);

This enables calculation of asymmetric RCVs, where CVLn refers
to ln-transformed data = (ln(1 + CV2))1/2 and “Z” refers to the
Z-score equal to the number of standard deviations appropriate
for the selected probability. To calculate the RCV, every labora-
torymust apply its ownCVA. For illustrative purposes,we applied
the mean CVA estimate derived from all the studies included in
the meta-analysis and a Z value of 1.64 (probability level 95%) to
calculate the RCVs in this study,

II = CVI/CVG

Probability of curves for the significance of percentage change
between consecutive results were constructed using Microsoft Excel
for upward and downward change using the RCV formula shown
above.

Results

The systematic review identified 17 relevant BV studies
(Supplementary Table 1). In Table 1, thenumber of subgroups
contained within each study for each measurand, the asso-
ciated BIVAC grades, the number of studies performed in
healthy and non-healthy subjects and the healthy subgroups
included in the meta-analysis are shown.

The European Biological Variation Study (EuBIVAS)
was the only one allocated an A grade on application of
BIVAC [21]. All the other studies were classified as B or C,
mainly due to methodological and statistical issues. None
of the studies was classified as D, the lowest BIVAC grade
indicating that BV data are unreliable. Results of BV esti-
mates derived frommeta-analysis together with the II, RCV
and APS are provided in Table 2.

Figures 1–4 display graphically the CVI values with
95% confidence limits for TSH, T4, fT4, T3, fT3 and TG,
highlighting inclusions and exclusions from the meta-
analysis and associated BIVAC grades of the studies. The
RCV values presented in Table 2 enable identification of
percentage change at a p value of 0.05 for an increase or
decrease in the measurand. Figure 5 shows probability
curves for the significance of percentage change between
consecutive fT4 results. In this plot, the meta-analysis
derived CVI for fT4 (4.8%, 95% CI 4.6–7.0) and the mean
CVA of the included studies (Table 2) were used as con-
stants. By varying the percentage change to identify values
for Z, the probability of significance of the percent change
calculation was made possible. From the plot, a change in
fT4 from 20.5 to 17.4 pmol/L represents a fall of 15.1%
(exceeds RCV for a fall in measurand of −13.7%) which is
significant at a probability between 0.95 and 0.975,
whereas the same percentage rise from 20.5 to 23.6 (less
than the significant RCV for a rise in the measurand of
+15.9%) fails to reach significance. If the CVA is set lower,
i.e. at the proposedBVderivedAPS for imprecision of 2.4%,
the decrease and increase of RCV become −11.7% and
+13.2%, respectively, and, the same change of 15.1% from
a baseline of 20.5 pmol/L is observed to be of greater
significance, i.e. the downward (decrease) change is
associated with a probability of significant change >0.975
and the upward (increase) change now significant at a
probability of >0.95.

Table : Number of studies for each measurand with BIVAC grades and number of subgroups.

n studies n subgroups Subgroups grades
(A/B/C)

Number of healthy/Non-healthy
subgroups

Number of healthy subgroups
included in meta-analysis (BIVAC grades)

TSH   A/B/C /  (A-B-C)
fT   A/B/C /  (A-B-C)
T   C /  (C)
fT   A/B/C /  (A-B-C)
T   C /  (C)
TG   A/B/C /  (A-B-C)
Anti TPO Ab   C /  (C)
Anti TG Ab   C /  (C)
TSI   C /  (C)
TBG   C / 

Detailed references of the studies are listed on the EFLM website and enable users to understand the intricacies and characteristics of the
studies.
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Figure 1: Estimates of CVI for thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) with 95% CI.
Studies included and not included inmeta-analysis. Black dotted vertical line divides the studies in those included inmeta-analysis and those
not included. Studies based on non-healthy subjects are marked by*. X-axis: the reference number reflecting the study identifier recorded in
EFLM-BVD and Supplementary Table 1, a subscript indicating different subgroups from the same study, followed by the BIVAC grade and an
analyticalmethod code for themethod used in each study. Box plot orange horizontal bars represent themedian of the CVI estimates and blue
boxes represent their corresponding 95% CI. ECLIA, electrochemoluminiscence; CLIA, chemoluminiscence; FIA, fluoroimmunoassay; RIA,
radioimmunoassay; ELISA, enzymoimmunoassay.

Table: Biological variation estimates derived frommeta-analysis of BIVAC compliant studies performed in healthy adults, with associated II,
RCV and APS.

Meta-analysis derived BV estimates APS

Mean CVA, % CVI (% CI) CVG (% CI) II RCV, % CV Bias

TSH . . (.–.) . (.–.) . −. to +. . .
fT . . (.–.) . (.–.) . −. to +. . .
T . . (.–.) . (.–.) . −. to +. . .
fT . . (.–.) . (.–.) . −. to +. . .
T . . (.–.) . (.–.) . −. to +. . .
TG . . (.–.) . (.–.) . −. to +. . .
Anti TPO Aba

. . *(.–.)  *(.–.) . −. to +. . .
Anti TG Aba

 . *(.–.)  *(.–.) . −. to +. . .
TSI . . (.–.) . (.–.) . −. to +. . .
TBGa

. . *(.–.) . *(.–.) . −. to +. . .

aOnly one study fulfilled the inclusion criteria of the meta-analysis. Estimates are those derived from this only study; bold and underlined II
below . indicates high individuality of the measurand. CVI, within-subject coefficient of variation; CVG, between-subject coefficient of
variation; II, index of individuality; RCV, reference change value; APS, analytical performance specifications; CI, confidence interval. The RCV
values presented enable identification of change at a probability of . (% certainty) between decrease or increase of the concentration of
the measurand.
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Discussion

The investigation and management of actual and potential
thyroid disorders incorporates interpretation of a range of
measurand estimates against reference limits or consensus
decision limits [2, 3]. Valid clinical interpretation of test

results requires an understanding of the magnitude of BV

and how it may differ in various settings. Those decisions

are affected by the performance of the assays used to

generate the results, which again is informed by knowledge

of the magnitude of BV exhibited in a measurand in any

clinical scenario.

Figure 2: Estimates of CVI for A) total T4 (T4) and B) free-T4 (fT4) with 95% CI.
Studies included and not included inmeta-analysis. Black dotted vertical line divides the studies in those included inmeta-analysis and those
not included. Studies based on non-healthy subjects are marked by*. X-axis: the reference number reflecting the study identifier recorded in
EFLM-BVD and Supplementary Table 1, a subscript indicating different subgroups from the same study, followed by the BIVAC grade and an
analyticalmethod code for themethod used in each study. Box plot orange horizontal bars represent themedian of the CVI estimates and blue
boxes represent their corresponding 95% CI. ECLIA, electrochemoluminiscence; CLIA, chemoluminiscence; FIA, fluoroimmunoassay; RIA,
radioimmunoassay; ELISA, enzymoimmunoassay.
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Figure 3: Estimates of CVI for A) total T3 (T3) and B) free-T3 (fT3) with 95% CI.
Studies included and not included inmeta-analysis. Black dotted vertical line divides the studies in those included inmeta-analysis and those
not included. Studies based on non-healthy subjects are marked by*. X-axis: the reference number reflecting the study identifier recorded in
EFLM-BVD and Supplementary Table 1, a subscript indicating different subgroups from the same study, followed by the BIVAC grade and an
analyticalmethod code for themethod used in each study. Box plot orange horizontal bars represent themedian of the CVI estimates and blue
boxes represent their corresponding 95% CI. ECLIA, electrochemoluminiscence; CLIA, chemoluminiscence; FIA, fluoroimmunoassay; RIA,
radioimmunoassay; ELISA, enzymoimmunoassay. *Non-healthy subjects (A) 75-b: Healthy pregnant women.
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Meta-analysis of the data fromquality assessed studies
of BV has enabled derivation of robust BV data required
clinically. The quality of the contributing studies is assured
by application of the BIVAC, enabling identification of
reliable data sets for inclusion in the meta-analysis to
deliver the CVI and CVG estimates; these data enable
calculation of the II and RCV for thyroid related measur-
ands and will aid interpretation of results from systems
meeting the APS defined by the same BV estimates.

Quality and characteristics of thyroid BV
studies

The systematic literature review identified only one study,
the EuBIVAS, achieving the highest BIVAC grade A [21]; one
paper from Mairesse et al. [22] was graded B, while the
remainder were classified as C (Supplementary Table 1). The
highest number of studieswere identified for TSH (n=12) and
TSI (n=10). Eight BV subgroups fromfive studies for TGwere
identified: four of thosewere included inmeta-analysis, one
A, one B and two C studies. There was, however, little
observable differences in the data described in these studies
and in the four studies not included in the meta-analysis.

Meta-analysis was not possible for in anti TPO Ab, anti TG
Ab and TBG as only one qualifying paper (paper 40, BIVAC
Category C) [23] was found. Caution should therefore be
exercised when making use of these BV estimates clinically
for these measurands because they do not come frommeta-
analysis but from a single study.

Many factors may impact on the observed estimates of
BV of a measurand including population studied, disease
status, technology applied, and timing. The characteristics
of the study populations such as age, gender and health
status all serve to impact upon observed variation. In
addition, analytical method standardization and perfor-
mance, in terms of imprecision and specificity, might be
expected to impact upon the value of a measurand [20].
Clearly technological developments have delivered gener-
ational changes in analytical systems deployed, meaning
that such performance characteristics of the assays have
greatly improvedwith time. Finally, the rhythmical changes
described for thyroid hormones mean that differences in
timing of sampling and duration of the study, may result in
between study variance of BV estimates. All of these factors
have to be considered as part of the review process.

Most of the studies found in the literature search were
performed before the year 2000 and consequently the

Figure 4: Estimates of CVI for thyroglobulin (TG) with 95% CI.
Studies included and not included inmeta-analysis. Black dotted vertical line divides the studies in those included inmeta-analysis and those
not included. Studies based on non-healthy subjects are marked by*. X-axis: the reference number reflecting the study identifier recorded in
EFLM-BVD and Supplementary Table 1, a subscript indicating different subgroups from the same study, followed by the BIVAC grade and an
analyticalmethod code for themethod used in each study. Box plot orange horizontal bars represent themedian of the CVI estimates and blue
boxes represent their corresponding 95% CI. ECLIA, electrochemoluminiscence; CLIA, chemoluminiscence; FIA, fluoroimmunoassay; RIA,
radioimmunoassay; ELISA, enzymoimmunoassay. 522a: Inuit; 522-b: Caucasian; 522-c: All (95 healthy).
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analytical methods (mostly RIA) might not be expected to
be fully comparable in terms of analytical specificity with
those currently in use (ECLIA, CLIA). Taking TSH as an
example, we identified two CLIA and four ECLIA studies in
comparison with four RIA. In general, the review shows
that similar BV estimates were obtained, regardless of the
analytical method used. The mean CVA obtained when
pooling CVA estimates from all studies was 6.4% (RIA CVA

mean: 9.9%, ECLIA: CVA mean: 2.1% and CLIA CVA mean:
13.5%, the latter was derived from only one paper [paper
209; analysis performed in a Siemens Centaur]) [24]. Mean
TSH concentrations ranged from 1.34 to 2.5 µUI/mL in
healthy people. In general, minimal impact on BV esti-
mates for other measurands was observed attributable to

the analytical method type applied. This enables use of
historical BV data.

Diurnal and seasonal variations in TSH and thyroid
hormone measurands have been documented previously
[25–28]. A meta-analysis by Kuzmenko et al. [27] indicated
that seasonal changes are seen in TSH, fT3 and fT4, but not
for T4. This could lead to differences in BV estimates
depending upon study duration.

Three of 12 the studies of TSH identified for this review
had a study duration extending to one year. Two of them
(paper 240; RIA was performed in healthy individuals and
paper 413; ECLIA in children [29, 30]), reported higher CVI

(29% and 28%, respectively) than studies of shorter dura-
tion. This may be consistent with super-imposed seasonal

Figure 5: Probability curves for the significance of change between consecutive FT4 results.
Curves were constructed using a rearrangement of the RCV formula to calculate values for Z for varying percentage reference change values
(RCV), using the CVI (meta-analysis result of 4.8%) and the average CVA estimate based on the included studies (4.2%) as constants. Curves
are also drawn for the upper and lower confidence limits of the CVI estimate (4.6%, 7.0%). The green horizontal line illustrates a value
corresponding to a decrease in FT4 concentration of 15.1%, which can be seen to intersect the down curve that corresponds to a probability of
>0.95 and <0.975.
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variation being included in the BV estimates. The third
study (paper 521, employing ECLIA in a study spanning
13 months) [31] identified a CVI of 16.6%. However, this
study population included diseased individuals (subclini-
cal hypothyroidism). None of these studies assessed for
trends in their data (Supplementary Table 1), which is a
BIVAC criterion. Similar findings applied to T3, fT3, T4, and
fT4 in the papers where these hormones are included.
Clarification of these relationships requires more studies
covering a complete period of one year, with focus on po-
tential trends over time. There is potential here to analyse
big data sets from a laboratory information systems to
ascertain impact at a population level and extract esti-
mates of BV [31, 32].

Turning to diurnal variations, Liyanage et al. [26]
recorded a within-day variability in TSH and fT4 in Sin-
halese adults that requires further characterization. This
delivers chronobiological complexity as a confounding
factor to be understood and accounted for when deriving
and applying BV data. Diurnal variation in TSH variation
was also identified in a recently published NHANES III US
survey, with the peak occurring during the night and the
nadir, which approximates to 50% of the peak value,
occurring between 10:00 and 16:00 [22]. The authors of this
study [25] proposed that this type of BV is not of great
significance in terms of clinical interpretation of results as
most samplings take place between 08:00 and 18:00
avoiding the night time peak. It will, however, contribute
additional higher estimates of BV if the time of day study
subjects are sampled is imprecise at an individual or group
level. Sviridonova et al. [28] found that themorningmedian
TSH value in the patients with subclinical hypothyroidism
was higher than in the afternoon (5.83 mU/L vs. 3.79 mU/
L), and they concluded that, according to the TSH reference
interval, hypothyroidism could not be diagnosed in about
50% of the cases in the afternoon. Here again there may be
a future role for analysis of big data sets to understand the
significance of these complex variation states [32, 33].

Our systematic review indicated that state of health
has little impact on the CVI of the measurands reviewed
(Figures 1–4). A cautionary note here is that this observa-
tion is based on a smaller number of studies in specific
disease states such as subclinical hypothyroidism or well
controlled hypothyroidism, and it cannot be assumed that
this is true of all diseases [34]. Further studies, applying big
data approaches could be useful to obtain BV in pop-
ulations not easily studied in the traditional way, such as
children.

Application of BV data

If a measurand exhibits a low II (<0.6), the utility of pop-
ulation based reference intervals is limited for detection of
clinically significant results. In this situation, it is better to
use the subject under investigation as their own point of
reference [35] and to employ RCV to identify significant
change between two consecutive test results. A change
greater than the RCV indicates significant change at a given
probability warranting further action. When the II is low, a
patient may have consecutive test results that fall within
the population reference range that exhibit a difference
that exceeds the RCV. RCV is generally reported as a per-
centage. Ideally, the II should be greater than 1.4 for pop-
ulation based reference intervals to be applicable, at II
values between 0.6 and 1.4 they are of more limited utility.
The lower the value of II, then the higher individuality of
the measurand and the lower the utility of population
based reference intervals.

As seen in Table 2, the II values indicate high degrees
of individuality for all the measurands, with the greater
majority having values of less than or about 0.6. This
finding indicates the use of RCV or personalized reference
intervals is preferable in the interpretation of consecutive
test results in an individual [17, 20, 35].

Correct interpretation of significance of change in re-
sults is clearly important and RCV is considered a valid
concept to enable this. We introduce probability curves as
a possible tool under development to aid in the process of
interpretation. They enable an objective assessment of the
statistical significance of an observed change in a meas-
urand. It is of fundamental importance to understand that
valid application of RCV, and the derived probability
curves for any measurand, requires consideration of the
magnitude and constancy of CVA; RCV being a function of
two variables, CVI and CVA. If applying RCVs clinically, the
user must first ascertain whether the CVI value used in the
formula reflects that of the population to which the RCV is
to be applied. Secondly, the CVA utilisedmust reflect that of
the method used to deliver the result locally, ideally
meeting the APS goal for imprecision. The curves, an
example of which is shown in Figure 5 are then only
generally applicable across a range of measurand values if
the CVA is constant across that range. If the imprecision
profile of the analytical system shows significant variance
along the length of the calibration curve, then the RCV
becomes a measurand/magnitude dependent variable.
Modern laboratory information management systems
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could be programmed to appropriately to account for
imprecision changes to deliver RCV in real time and used to
flag change along with statistical significance. Trans-
portability of RCVs across systems requires well defined
and robust estimates of CVI and equivalence of APS.

The CVI estimates of free thyroid hormones (fT3 and
fT4) appear lower than the estimates for total hormones
(T3, T4) concentrations. Thyroid hormones circulate
largely protein bound. Free hormone concentrations reflect
an equilibrium between protein bound fractions, tissue
metabolism and thyroid production. It is logical to assume
that, as the free hormones are the biologically active frac-
tion of the total and exert feedback control over thyroid
hormone production, that they may be more tightly
controlled via homeostatic mechanisms.

Limited availability of data for the thyroid antibody-
related analyses leaves a requirement for more studies or
again investigation of big data approaches to deliver robust
BV data.

Updated APS based upon meta-analysis derived BV
data are shown in Table 2. The meta-analysis derived CVI

deliver in general APS for imprecision (CV) that is lower
than the mean CVA estimate of the studies included in this
systematic review, excepting TSH and TSI. The lower esti-
mates of CVI for both fT4 and fT3 deliver APSwhichmay be
considered challenging even for themost recent state of the
art analytical methods.

Use of analytical systems of equivalent analytical
performance andmeeting theAPS identified in Table 2,will
facilitate transportability of RCV values across geography,
time and analytical methods used.

In conclusion, this study has delivered a systematic
review of published studies of BV of thyroid disease related
measurands. An objective assessment of the quality of the
studies published by application of the BiVAC has enabled
the collation of data sets of sufficient quality to applymeta-
analysis and of delivery well characterized estimates of BV
for some, but not allmeasurands studied and reviewed. For
some important analytes there were few studies of meas-
urands required for patient care in the many diverse and
complex clinical scenarios requiring laboratory testing for
healthcare. The review, and subsequent meta-analysis, of
experimentally derived data sets, has enabled derivation of
BV data estimates that are suitable for the many applica-
tions of the data; those including the setting of APS and
determination of significance of change in serial results. It
is important that manufacturers consider the significance
of the new APS (e.g. fT4 and fT3) as it may challenge the
performance requirements of their current devices [36].

However, of themany papers graded only the EuBIVAS
study fully compliedwith BIVAC to be classified as Grade A
quality. A potentially high degree of complexity has been
identified in the BV of the thyroid biomarkers reviewed.
Chronobiological factors, the unavailability of BIVAC
grade A studies, and the requirement for BV applicable
to the many clinical scenarios across varying time scales
delivers challenges. Big data approaches for definitionmay
provide an alternative to the stringent experimental
approach to definition of BV data required. The prevalence
of thyroid testing in populations delivers large volumes of
well-characterized data in clinical laboratory databases to
support this approach.
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